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Band: Sarpedon (N) 

Genre: Prog. Metal 

Label: Inverse Records 

Albumtitle: Anomic Nation  

Duration: 46:33 

Releasedate: 05.12.2014 

 

Until now I thought that the rich Greek mythology has been used completely to create bandnames but Sarpedon 

from Norway puts me right. In Homers Ilias Sarpedon is the son of Laodameia, daughter of Bellerophon and Zeus. In 

another version Sarpedon is the son of Zeus and Europa and also the youngest brother of Minos and Rhadamanthys. 

So there we have it.  

 

Well, the band released their debut album "Anomic Nation" after two demos in 2006 and 2008. The long delay 

relates to the fact that the band members were busy with other bands or projects.  

 

The vocals of Eirik P. Krokfjord are the outstanding characteristic of the band. Eirik studied at the "Norges 

Musikhogskole (NMH)", a Norwegian Music academy and isn't be heard on any Metal album until now.  

 

As opener they beat one round the head with the title song "Anomic Nation" that leaves you speechless. There are 

mighty tempo, doublebass and melodically hard riffs and above all is enthroned the crystal clear and expressive 

voice of Eirik.  

 

Unfortunately they have exhausted their ressources right after the famous beginning because catchy tunes of the 

following track "Lusk Letter" is only created by Mister Krokfjord's singing technique. The riffs, played by his brother, 

sound rather like fanciless and modern Metalcore, thus it is simply boring and random.  

 

Sad to say, but the album moves between these both extremes in the whole duration. On the one hand it is well-

produced progressive Metal with a good songwriting and an awesome voice but on the other hand there are 

uninspired riffs and boring compositions. Neither keyboarder nor drummer are able to create accents beside the 

guitar player. No dynamism, dramaturgy and no atmosphere.  

The half of the songs are only saved from total destruction by the performance of the vocalist. Only during the last 

two songs "My Mysteries Unwind – Part I & Part II" the band returns to similar top performances as in the opener. 

That is not enough for a complete album! 

 

Conclusion: 

Indeed, the album provides pearls of songs like "Anomic Nation" or the last songs "My Mysteries Unwind Part I & II" 

but there are too many fillings in between. This doesn't leave an impression except for the voice of the singer.  

 

Rating 5/10 

 

Recommendations: Anomic Nation, My Mysteries Unwind – Part I & II 

 

Weblink: https://www.facebook.com/SarpedonNorway  
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Lineup: 

 

Eirik P. Krokfjord - Lead & Backing Vocals, Keys 

Torgeir P. Krokfjord - All Guitars & Bass 

Carl Engstrøm - Drums 

Andreas Wærholm - Keys 

 

Tracklist: 

 

01. Anomic Nation  

02. The Lusk Letter  

03. The Claustrophober  

04. Dead Birds  

05. A Seed of Evil  

06. The Carnival  

07. My Mysteries Unwind – Part I  

08. My Mysteries Unwind – Part II  

 

Author: Mirco / Translation: Dine 


